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Background

Student experience after the pandemic has
had a disruptive interruption to existing PhD
researcher traditions. The Global Young
Academy (GYA) found that 75% of early
career researchers (including PhD
candidates) reported a negative impact on
their research activities due to COVID-19
(Byrom, 2020). There hasn’t yet been any
initiatives to understand what PhD
researchers went through and how to help
them navigate the post-pandemic which has
led to a risk of PhD drop-outs and a higher
than usual rates of student attrition (HESA,
2022). Some noteworthy instances for PhD
researcher needs now are inclusive access to
facilities and services; mental health support,
career, training and professional
development, networking and affording
place attachments for a sense of belonging.
.

Post-pandemic, what is currently being facilitated for PhD 
researchers, from the information they have access to and 

supported collaborations to meet their needs?

phdconnect@ucl.ac.uk
PhDConnect! will be a student-led events calendar 

bringing all PhD researchers on one central calender so 
that services of UCL are able to communicate to all 

students more effectively. In turn, PhD researchers can 
be signposted to relevant information, academic spaces 

and social events across the year.
Study Question:
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Discussion

From the questionaire to the Bartlett
participants across the school we were able
to learn about what is currently being
facilitated for PhD researchers, the
information they have access to and
collaborations that are supported.

When asked, “do you have space constraints
within your department for PhD
researchers?”, 50% of the departments said,
Yes and those that proposed a hot-desk
solution remained with the barrier of a
decreasing sense of belonging.

Also, when asked “what is the best way of
receiving information about events?” All
student preferred instant messaging
visualisations, which are faster, shorter and
more informal over longer written and
structured formats. In order to meet digital
accessibility and legislation (2018), 80% of
the departments are interested in expanding
the inclusive communication. While 1/3 of
the departments have funding for researcher
needs, no investments have been made for
PhD research cross-department initiatives
(beyond and across the departments) that all
researchers can access.

Methods

To develop PhDConnect! Which will involve
having spaces across the Bartlett school to
host cross- department initiatives. The
purpose of providing a sense of belonging,
alternative space solutions and accessibility
to PhD networks.

We conducted a survey on utilising space
solutions, inclusive communication and
cross department collaboration with our
targeted research groups across the 12
schools, institutes, and departments within
The Bartlett, UCL’s Faculty of the Built
Environment, including department
graduate tutors (DGT), PhD teaching and
learning administrators and the Bartlett
research students' representatives.

The PhDConnect! Team consists of
researchers, students, the Doctoral
Programme Lead and Faculty Graduate
Tutor (FGT). We hosted a 2-hour panel
followed by a networking launch event for
PhDConnect! in-person, March 2023 and
initiated communication awareness
through a monthly newsletter, on UCL
events website and through UCL GO app,
followed by social media accounts on
Instagram, Twitter and Linkedin.

Results
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Conclusion
PhDConnect! project is now launched, and 
key personnel appointed. PhDConnect! is 
a partnership between ChangeMakers and 
The Bartlett, UCL’s Faculty of the Built 
Environment which brings together and 
promotes collaboration between people, 
space and services across the 12 schools, 
institutes, and departments. The future 
aims us to involve more schools of UCL by 
having more networking opportunities to 
bringing together the wider PhD research 
community.
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Why PhDConnect!?
Taking these themes launched the
PhDConnect! with 12 events which has
targeted Arena fellowship
applications, mental and wellbeing
support, avenues for part time jobs to help
with financial constraints of PhD
researchers and an informative session for
master's students who would want to
transition to a PhD. Published on the
PhDConnect newsletters, events and social
media channels. We are now scheduling
regular events with other UCL schools and
student led groups on the PhDConnect!
monthly calendar run through our email
phdconnect@ucl.ac.uk and have had 153
signs ups to date.
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